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PREFACE

There is ample evidence available-at present to indicate to the

general public that there is a rkaar-crisis in the energy supply of the

United States. TtlerPresident, the Congress, and various energy-oriented

Committees-and coMMissions issued statements emphasizing .the shortage of

fossil fuels (our energy mainstay) and pointing out the devaStating effect

this shortage is haying and will have upon our economy and life-istyles.

The oil embargo by the Arab states in the early seventies, Which

resulted in automobiles lined .up at gas stations and millionsk people in

the north and northeast being withoUt heating oil for"daysl, s Os.not to
have convinced Americans that energy resources are nOt only limited but are

in fact being rapidly exhausted.
% 4

o

There are far too many people who continue to use energy of all -kinds

as though the supply were inexhaustible. Very few people can be mobilized

to contribute to 'the development of new energy sources, which requires

time and money. But everyone can contribute to energy conservation. In

order to make conservation a real factor in the energy crisis there are

several things that must be done: (a) Our perceptions of our energy ,

resources must be made more realistic. (b) we must be more willing to modify

our life-styles, (c) we must believe that we as indiVIduals can make a dif-

ference, and (d) we must have the facts regarding energy reserves and the

problems attending the development of new energy sources.

It is conServatively estimated that conservation measures alone in

transportatiqp, industry, home heating and cooling, could reduce Our energy

consumption by as much as 30 to 50 perbent. This can be done without

seriously depriving people of any of the comforts and necessities they now

enjoy and would result in substantial-savings for consumers as well.

Historically, it has 4ways been difficult to get a societY to adjust

its consumer habits downward. It is always easier to let others take,the

sacrificial actions. Further than that, we tend to be a nation addicted to

conspicuous consumption. More is better; bigger is better. This attitude

must change if we are to solve the energy crisis. Io'effect an attitudinal

change, we must influence the group that,has the greqest stake in the

future of the societY: the children and youth. They are also the most

-v-



impressionable and are more likely to accept facts and findings of energy
-experts at their face value.
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4

.INTRODUCT ON'

In the residential and commercial sections, natural gas provides
nearly 41 percent of the energy; oil is close behind with almost 36 per-

,

cent; electricity provides 21 percent, while coal provides only 1.7 pagent.
Further than that, 55 percent of the petroleum used in the United States
is conSumed by transportation; or to put it another way, one out of every
nine barrels of petroleum produced in the world is used in}tmerican cars,
tr4cks, and buses. CSee Journal of Soc. Issues, Vol. 37, 112, 19111, 9.)

Q. What barriers`stand in the-way of an,effective energy program?
A. The basic philosophy of major producers of energy is increased

consumption so that profits may be increased. The-major producers of
energy are the oil companies who also own coal mines, coal gasification

plants, and are the agencies given the responsibility for developing alter-
.

nate energy sources. So the same forces that have been responsible for the
attitude that "more is better" are still given the major role in solving
the energy crisis problems. They are concerned with producing energy, not
in.conservation or reduction in consumption.

Their lobbyists are so influential in Washington that legislatiOn
that favors reduction in use of energy or development of renewable

0 resources of energy has little chance of passing the Congress in any effec-
tive form.

Denis Hayes in his publication, Energy,: The Case for Conservation,

illustrates the Problem:

Our way of life is rife with opportuRities to conserve energy. The
United States matured in an era of abundant fuel and declining real
energy prices. Energy was substituted for all other factors of pro-
duction--including, whenever possible, human activity. We became a
sedentarysociety, trading vast amounts of cheap fuel to avoid
trifling exertions or monetary inconveniencies. For example, to avoid
occasionally moving their feet ten inches and their hands six'inches,
most American car buyers pay extra for automatic transmissions that
decrease gasoline mileage by ten percent or more. Often (as with our .national habit of leaving on unnecessary lights) we squander energy
for nothing. Our relentlessly rising fuel consumption has had an
institutional rationale. A dollar invested in facilities to produce
more energy makes energy available to the' producer who then sells it
for profit, although the same dollar invested in conserving energymakes energy available. Conserved energy (which would other-wise be asted) is counted as sold; the company for whom a dollar

-1-



is burned is a,dollar earned is generally unenthusi4stic about returned
merchandise.

If e utilitY does notscontinue to increase its sales tot the,public,
stockholders will be unhappy and corporate officers will likely,lose their
jobs.

A true national debate about our real energy options has never taken
place, and our institutions "of commerce and goverhment, fashioned to serve
the cause of.growth, have suOceeded admirably. But, while they know full

well how to grow, they don't know how "nA to grow," as growth to them
means using more energy. In their view, energy conservation would mean a
poorer America.

In its "Energy to the year 1985" report, the Chase Manhattan Bank
expresses this viewpoint forcefully.

It has been,recomMended in some quarters that the United States should
curb its use of energy as a means of alleviating the shortage of supply.
However, an analysis of the uses of energy reveals little scope for
reductions without harm to the nation's economy and its standards of
living. The great bulk is utilized for essential purposes: as much
as tWo-thirds is for business related Uses and most of the remaining
third serves essential private needs. Conceivably, the use'of energy
ior such recreational purposes as vacations and viewing o'f television
might be reduced,.but not wipout widespread economic and political
repercussions. .There are some minor uses of energy that could be
regarded as not essential but their elimination, would not permit any
significant savings.

It is inconceivable that any such'statement about energy conservation
could issue froM any group that has the slightest.interest in the future
welfare of society or the ecohomy. This statement and others like it made
by industry and its financial backers confuse energy conservation with
curtailment. Curtailment means giving up automobiles; conservation means
trading in a seven-mile-per-gallon status symbol for h 40-mile-per-gallon

commuter vehicle. Curtailment means a cold house; conservation requires a
house with an efficient heating system. Energy conservation does not

require curtailment of essential services; it merely requires the curtail-
ment of energy waste.

The basic principles of energy conservation may very effectively be
included in almost any of the typical school disciplines. They do not

, require separate scheduling in their own right. Establishing energy con-.

servation in the curriculum requires certain essentials that must be pro-
vided to students. These would include the following concepts and princi-
ples: h comprehensive definition of energy, sources of energy--fossil fuel,

-2-



biomass, solar energy, wind energy, nuclear energy, and geothermal energy.
'Students need to know the potential of various sources and which of these

are reneidable and whidh are nonrenewab/e.

Since petroleubproducts 06vide our most widely used fuals the

imminent exhaustibility of these fuels\cannot be stressed too much. Petro-
leum prdducts are clean burning, easy to use, and having beep plentiful in
thevast, are relied upon.as major energy sources in our edonomy.- Coal,
Our mos,t Plentiful enei.gy resource, 'is difficult to mie, p011utes the air
when it burns, requires long trains of rail Cars to;get it to the places
where it can be used. Consequently, it is bo'th a slow and expensive Process,

for industry,to convert Al- and gas-eired production to coal. But this is
one alternative energy source-that'must be exploited if our economy is to

. remain viable and continue,to grow. Yet conservation is our best hope for
immediate relief in the present energy crunch. The U. S. Department of

5Ener6y publication, "Tips for Energy Savers",1981, says; "If eNtery house-
- hold in t4e United States lowered its average heat in temperature six

degrees over a'24-hour period, we would save more than 570,000 barrels of
oil per day." This can be done without oileating physical discomfort and it
will Save money for consumers. This same publication goes on to say, "If

every gas-heated home were properly caulke'd and weatherstripped, we would
save enough natural gas each year to heat about four million homes."

According to R. Stobaugh and D. Yerger in "Energy Future," 1979,
quotei

Conservation, not coal or nuclear is the major alternative to imported
oil. jt could perhaps supply up to 40 percent of Amerida'p current
energy usage. . Moreover, the evidence suggests that there is much ,

greater flexibility between energy use and economic growth than is
generally assumed and that a conservation energy stegfegy could actu-

.ally'spur growth.

Similarly, M. Ross and R.Williams in Trilling for 011 and Gas in,Our

Building,' 1979, quote:

A goal to redude fuel consumption for space heating is economically
and institutionally feasible. This goal is far greater than the
4 percent saving potential estimated by the Department of Energy.

Further evidence of the need for energy conservation is giveh fn the

Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 29, No..3., Which states:

Between 1950 and 1974, the global economy tripled in size. Global
energy consumption also inPreased threefold. 'Indeed, increased
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energy consumptioh is the inevitable companion of economic growth,
although the'amount by which consumption incfeases varies with the
stage of economic development and with efforts to.reduce energy.
waste.

While energy needs increase in absolute terms with econoaic growth,
the use of certain kinds of 'energy tends to grow 'even faster. Today,
(1919) five years after the unprecedented rise in oil prices all
countries continue to become increasingly reliant on oil. Indeed over'
the quarten century in w,hich the global economy tripled in size petro-
leum use in the ilidustrialized countries increased 4.3 times.

Denis Hayes in the previsously cited publication, Energy,: The Case for

Conservation, is even more radical in his assertions about what conservation

can do toward reducing the energy shortage.

'..,,More than one-half of the cUrrent U. S. EnAgy Budget is waste. For ttlel
next quarter century, the'Uhited States could meet all its new energy

, needs suppay by improving the efficiency of existing uses. Energy
derived from conservatiop would be safer, more reliable, and less pollut-
ihg than energy from any other source. Ehergy conservation could reduce

i our vulnerability in foreign affairs and improve our balanca of payments
positions.. Moreover, a strong.energy conservation program, would save
b9nsumers billions of,dollars each year. . . . in 1975 American wasted
more fossil fuel than was used by two-thirds of the world's populatibn.
We annually consume more than twice as much fuel as we need to main-
tain our standard of.sliving. We could lead lives as rich,.healthy and
fulfilling with as much comfoit and more employment using less than
half of the energy now used.

The preceding citationg would seem sufficient to justify our best
40"

efforts in the area of energ9 conservation as well as to set fotth the

possibilities of our achieviAg:large scale success. This projedt is

intended to serve as a guide for teachers in 'developing an energy conserve--

tion awareness in secondary sttdents, as 'well as in other teachers.

Teachert need to be aware of the serioUsness of the energy crunch. They

need to know-the possible consequences to the econ my and thus the life-

style to which we have become accustomed.

We are heavily dependent upon fossil 'fuel, i.e., bil nd natural gas,
4,

for the production and transportation_of goods of every kind. The heating

and cooling of our homes, schools, hospitals, jp-ul Qiher commercial build.:

ings depend almost solely upon fossil fuels as their energy soul:ces.

Electricity, which.is a secondary product, has depended in a large meas-

ure upon oil and natural gas for its generation. Although ERDA now pro-

hibits any new electric generating plants from using oil or gas as their

primary fuels, many old established generating plants are still relying

-4-



upon petroleum products for fuels. According,to National,Wildlife Fed-

eration Journal, 1978:

Although we Americans produce 35 percent of the gross world product, we
make up only six percent of the world's Rppulation and consume 32 per-
cent of the total world energy. As much 30 to 50 percent of the
energy we donsume is wasted. Because energy was cheap we built ineffi-
cient cars, ineffiCient buildings, and inefficient factories. Because
we used energy wastefully, the opportunities for saving energy now are
great and the reasons are compelling. Conservation of energy can help
keep the costs down and redude pollution of the environment.

The big users of energy are automobiles,'trucks, buses, planes,
trains, and ships. Automobiles are the most wasteful users, mainly because

AMericans use automobiles for transporting one' to two persons Most of the
time. Transportation uses 18.9 percent of our energy, .commercial indus-
tries use 29 percent, home heating and cooling use 18.9 percent, and

electrical generation, 26.8 percent.

The major ,areas in whichoOncerned people can make a difference are
In building weatherization and.site improvement and selectild.. More
expeditious use of transportati.on is a third area with much potential for.\ ,4nergy nservation.

Building weatherization covers insulation of exterior,walls, unheated

attics and floors built on piers. -The amount of insulation needed is

determined by the climate of the area in which one lives. For information

regarding the insulation recommendation,for the various zones of the United
States, see Providing -for Energy Efficiency in Homes and Small Buildings,
Part II, June 1980, U. S. .Department of Energy, Washington, D. C. 20585.

The addition of storm windowsand alus-,Is a conservation measure
that will pay large dividends in energy savings. Add to this weather-

stripping of all exterior doors and windows and the caulking of all cracks
around door and window jambs, and more energy eavingiwill be realized.

Site selectionmay in some cases be used to reduce energy consumption
in the home: Soil embankment on the north side can protect the house from.
the cold winter winds. If there are trees in the site they should be
allowed to stand because they frovide protection against both heat and cold.
If there are no,trees shrubbery should be utilized. Evergreen shrubbery
should bp planted on north and west sides of the house and deciduous trees
should be planted on the south side. These trees provide shade from the

-5-
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, summer sun and let the winter sun's rays pass through'to warm the hiuse., N
-
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in winter, The thermostat should,be kept at 68
o

in winter and 78
o

in

411.

sumMer.. This practice will,save additional energy.

More xpeditious use of transportation rgOilities could further add
to conservation of energy. Cars'should havemotors tuned eigUlarly, and
shoUld be dri'ven no faSter ran 55 miles per hour. Tire's should beiprofJerly 7

,Atriflated at ali times. Car pooling should be practiced dletever Possible.
,

Public transportation should be more widely used.

Recycling waste is still snother conservatiorkomeasure. For example,r

reclaimed aluminum can be returned for use with five perceht.of the energy

used'in producing it from ore: to make steel from scrap requires Only
about 25 percent of the energy used in making steel from Pre. Even using,

scrap paper requires only 60 to 70 percent of the enatgy used to make papers.,

from wood. .

The function of this guide is to make the.citizenry energy-

conservation conscious, -knowledgeable regarding the ways and,means

able for saving-energy, and aware of what devastating effect an energy
crisis could have on our life-styles and upon the econany in general. A

clarification,of the meanings of terms such as energy, work, and power is

necessary so that students may understand, .the,writings of experts in the
enSigy field. Some of the following ptovide valuable inforwation.

Energy is defined as the power to do work. The energy we use other
than food energy comes from severaf-different sources. The leading source
is fossil fuels. They are coal, natural gas, crude oil and tar sandy.

Fossil,fuels get their name from their sources, which are the remains of
,plants nd animals buried under layers-of earth by its volcanic eruptions.

These ,rganic substanceS were buried without oxyen for millions of

'years during which time they were fossilized. Later man tapped these sub-

terranean sources and brought out crude'oil and natural gas.

- Fossil fuels are finite and we are rapidly exhausting the earth's sup-
ply of this valuable energy resource. The United,States, with six percent
of the earth's population, uses 33 percent of the earth's fuel or energy.

Ouf needs double at an exPonential rate. Some experts say that we have no
more 'than a 30-year supply. Energy is the capacity to do'work, that is, the
ability to make something move. The impending exhaustion, of 'fossil fuels

-6-
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is an impelling reason for the practice of conservation to give the

nation more time116 find alternate sources.

Energy comes^from biomass, which is a renewable source. Examples
'of biomass are wood products, agricultural waste, industrial waste, and
sewage sludge. Energy cOmes from water also. Examples are hydroelectric

power plants, waterfalls, and ocean waves. Hot springs and geysers
ofr

furnish negligible amounts of our energy supply. Until these secondary

sources or other sources are sufficiently developed to make this country

capable of producing its own supply, the effort to conserve is one of its
best hopes.

4

The three'transparencies that follow can beiused as study aids to

help students acquire more information aboUt energy sources, forms and
uses. Transparency I may profitably be used as a take-home test or
study abtivity. Transpa/sency II provides an opportunity for students to

do library research.on enefgy sources and to discover die difference

between renewable and non-renewable sources of energy. Transparency III.

provides general information on the sources of energy America relies upon
at present. Pages 11 and 12 provide the instructoi witha choice of
4acets of energy to,emphasize4in accordance wiih the time available and

the grade 'level of the students involved.

In the pilot study at Glen View Junior High School the teacher
.

limited the exploration of energy sources to the concept of energy, the

definition of energy, the history and formation of fossil fuels, the

advantages and disadvantages of nuclear eergy, and definitions of hydro-

power and solar power. FOT senior high school students the avtivities

may include a wider study of energy sources.

-7-
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TRANSPARENCY I,

*Identify the Form of Energy:

1: Produced frop the fission of atoms'.

2. Produced from.the vibration of mole-
cules.

3. Produced by.the movement of elec-
trons,through a path.

4. Produced from the movement of
inanimate_objects.

5. Pzoduced from the combination of two
or more substahces with another or
with each other.

6. -Produced from fusion of atoms.

7. Produced by waves traveling through
space.

B. Produced by

9. Energy from

10. Rroduced bi
matter.

, 5

*It is suggested that the contents of this transparency be used as a take-
home study test for.students to fill out and rlurn to the teacher at the

.nexe class period.

body tissues.

the sun.

waves traveling through

.4.1!
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TRANSt'ARENCY Ii

WHERE DOES ENERGY COME FROM:

Fossil Fuel - Non-renewable sources

Coal

Oil

A
, Natural gas

R'enewble Sources

Gebthermal energy'

'Sblar energy

Wind

Hydropower'.

Nuclear energy

Bioconversion

Breeder Reactors

1.6
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WHERE DOES AMERICA GET ITS ENERGY?

4

:

-Oil 46%

Gas .,. ,. . 32%

Coal .

li&ter PoWer

Nuclear Power
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ENERGY SOURCES

The Nature of Energy-and Power

1. Concept of energy
2, Definition of energy, work, and power
3. Relationship between different.forms of energy

Fossil Fuels

1. History'Of use of fossil fuels
2,. Formatio2 of.fossil fuels

. 3. The availabidity of fossil fuels in the United States and the world4. ConSumption of fossil fuels for transportation, commercial, indus-trial, and residential purposbs
5. Production of power from fossil fuels

Advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuels
7. Fossil fuels as chemical raw materials
8. Environmental impact
9. Career opportunities

Radioactive Materials

(1. Nature of the atom'
2. Explanation of nuclear reactions (fission and fusion)
3. How a nuclear reaction can be Used to produce power
4. Uranium mining
5. Availability of uranium in the United States
6. .The advantages and disadvantages of nuclear energy
7. The role ofnuclear fuels in the utility industry
8. Environmental impact
9. Career opportunities

Water 4.

1. Water power, its history and origin
2. ,Availability
3. How it cap be used to produce power

ApplicatAns for industrial toe
5. Advantages anadisadvantages of its.use
6. The role ofmpydro-power stahons for. the generation ofplectricity
7.;,Emiironment41 impact
8.yf-Career oppoitunities

Solar

1. Explanation of Solar Power
2, HistoricalAgtilization
3. Its applications for heating and air conditioning
4. Its advantages.and disadvantages Is an alternate source of energy
5. The role..6f solar power in the future
6.'"Environmental impact
7. Career opportunities



Wind

1. Explanation of how the winds are produced
2. History of their use
3. Power generation from wind
4. Advantages and disadvantages
5. The role of wind oower for the nation's future energy needs
6. Environmental impact
7. Career.opportunities

Geotheimal

DeScription of geothermal energy source
2. Location of geothermal energy sources
3. Power production of geothermal sources
4. Advantantages and disadvantages
5. The role of geothermal power for.the nation's future energy needs
6. Environmental impact .

7. Career opportunities

ENERGY CONVERSION\DEVICES

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

-12-



DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF MATERIALS THAT FOLLOW

These materials as modified can be used with grades 7 through 12 and

can be adapted to social studies, science; home e6onomics, or industrial
arts. Not every lessorf has to be taught. The feachermay adjust the

emphasis to fit into a period covering three to six weeks. In ()Ur.

pilot study at Glen View Junior High School, Ruston, Louisiana, the activi-
ties covered six Weeks.

The attitude test that follows is intended to survey the feelings that
students have abOut the energy crisis, because the individual's basic atti-
tude 4ill determine to a large extent how responsibly he will respond to
calls for energy conservation. The background information comes from Energy
and the Family by.Gulf States Utilities Company and.is used withitheiy

expressed permission.-

4
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LESSO 1

Lesson 1 consists of a sbries ot items designed to determine, to
1some extent, each student's awarenessoof the areas in the house where

'energy can be saved. This lesson wili also provide the student and teacher
with some insights regarding what thSIstudent knows about such concepts as
filters, weatherstripping, caulking, peak periods of energy use, etc.

A
The two transparencies that fol1ow serve as teaching aids which

should be useful. to'the teacher in pointing out the places and parts of a

building Where heat loss or heat gain is most common and why this is the
case.

This activity provides a good opportunity for the teacher to demon-)
strate with numbers just how important even a small crack can be. For

example, a one-fourth inch crack at the bottom of a'36-inch-wide door is
equivalent to an odsnipg nine inches squarein' a wall. Clearly anyone
would be concerned with closing a nine-inch-square hole in the wall of a

house even though it is no more wasteful of energy than a one-fourth inch
crapk at the bottom of tfie door.

4
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LESSON 1: ATTITUDE SURVEY, PRETEST, BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Objective:

To become aware of the energy situation.

AO'

I. Objectives:'

A. Justify,the importance of energy in our Oeryday lives.
B. ummarize the erfect of future cost increases of energy on the

family budget at different stages of the life cycle.
C. Recognize reasons for.the increase in energy use from 1955 to

1985 in the United States.

D. Choose measures to conierve energy and.identify the most diffi-
cult measure.

4
E. Determine personal attitudes on energy.

II. Activities

A. Turn off all lights as you begin the introduction of the unit.
Use a lighted candle for illumination.-,Ask students to think
about "what their lives would be like Without electricity."

B. Have students examine transparencies:

1. Residential proj2ction (cost increase by kilowatt-hour for
the home by years). Ask the following questions:

a. What will be the cost per kilowatt-hour in 1985? What
- was the cost in 1979?. Explain to the students that

costs per kilowatt-hpur in 1985 will be about double
that of 1979. So, if an average monthly bill in 1979
was $100, then an-average monthly 1985 bill will be
about $200.

b. Ask what age the); will be lb 1985.

2. Population growth - ExpAin that persons in the 20-35 age
group influence economic activity much more than any other
group. It is 'during this period that marriage and the
est:ablishment of a household and family usually occurs.
Equipping new or expanding households requires purchasing
a large range of products. During this period, the nek
for goods and services is greatest. The economic activity
to satisfy needs" must increase at a rapid rate since the
majority of the population is this age. As a result, the
need for energy will expand rapidly, too.

.5. Have students examine graph on Per Capita Use of Energy.
Compare the amount of energy used in 1955 and the amount
projected-for 1985. Point out that in 30 years the amount
of energy needed will increase two and one-half times.
Point out that the population has increased only 20 percent.

-15-



Ask the following queetions: (1) Why is more energy being
used? (2) What should be done about the amount,of energy
used? (3) How is this going to affect the family in the
futare?

4. Utility fuels for 1970-1990 - Explain that these are the
fuels that will,be used to produce electricity during
1970-1990. Ask the following questions:

a. 'What fuel sources.were being used the most in 1970?
1976? What fuel sources will be used the most in
1984? 1986? 4

b: What is happening to the use of gas and petrbleum?
Explain that because of dwindling supplies and
increased costs, less and less petroleum will betsed.
Explain that government regulations prohibit the-build-
ing of any new power plants Ehat use natural gas to
produce electricity. Natural gas has important uses
other than as a boiler fuel.

c. When will utilities start using coal to produce
e1ectri6ity?

d. When will nuclear energy be used?" Explain that coal
ntidiOr dtiergy will increasingly take the place of oil
aA&hatural gas as fuels Tor generating electricity.

5. Have students play a coMpleEion'game on "Energy Conser-
vation Is . ." Pass out white or colored paper in the
shape of E4s and C's. Have students write down 10 com-
pletion sentences On "Energy Condervation is . . ." on
their letter. Discuss. Take these up to make into bulletin
board entitled "Energy Conservation Is . . " (These could
alsd be plaeed on the wall.)

6. Hold a buSsession to discuss "Three Things I Would Do Will-
ingly to Conserve Energy" and "The Toughest Energy Con-
servation Measure for Me Would Be . . ." Use colored paper
plates to divide groups by colors (approximately three to
five students into three to five-groups with different
colored paper plates for each group).. NOTE: If colored
paper plates are pot available, use white paper platbs
marked by different colors of magic markers or crayons, or
ude sheets of colored construbtion paper. Have students
appoint a group leader to write answers on paper plates.
Discuss answers. Paper plated can be used to construct a
moblle.

7. Hand out attitude survey and pretest. Have students com-
plete surVey and piretest in class. If students do not
fipish by the end of the class period, take up the papers
and have students complete them at:the beginning of the
next class meeting.

-16-



8. Assign Background Information, Lessod2, page 20.

III. Resources, Materials, and Equipment

A. One candle, and holder

B. White paper cut out as E's and C's

OR

C. Three to five different colors of paper plates or construction
paper

D. Attitude survey and pretest

IV. Enrichment Activity

Interview a parent or a ihome owner and report the reaction to the

following questions:

A. liciw db you feel about the cost of your heating bill?

/IB. Do you believe there is a short'age of fuel?

C. What would be your suggestion for solving the energy clicnch?

Suggested Time Period:' two Class periodk

NOTE: It is not necessary to use all activities under Lesson 1.

Pick out activ.j.ties suited to your time fra0e.

-17-
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ENERGY ATTITUDE SURVEY

1. Do you believe there is an energy shortage? yes nO'
don't know

2. Do you believe you have been given a realistic picture of the energy
, situation facing the United States? yes no dan't know

3. Do you believe most Americans are energy "wasters"? ___yes no
don't know

4. Do you believe most Americans are energy "conservers"?
, yes

no don't know

5. Do you believe most Americans are "spoiled," self-indulgent and
reluctant to take responsibility for the future? yes no

don't know

6. Do you believe Americans will conserve energy only when goyernment
controls are imposed? Nr_._yesz ___no don't know

7. Do you believe it is the responsibility.of every U. S. citizen to con-
serve energy \/oluntarily? ___yes no don't know,

8. Do you believe energy Conservation always means doing without?
yes no don't know

9. Would tice ilingo.

ieduc your'standard of living to conserve
energy? yes no don't know

'10. Do you believe you as*an individual can make an impact on energy con-
servation? yes no don't know

11. Would you gonserve energy to 'save money? yes no
don't know

12. Do you think the money saved is worth-the inconvenience of conserving
energy? yes no don't know

13. Do you thinkthe energy saved is worth the inconvenience of ponserving
energy? yes no don't know

14. Do you (eel technology will'"bail us out" of the energy shortages?
yes no don't know

15. Do.you feel you have any input or participation in the energy use
decisions made by your family? yes no don't know

16. Are you going to do something to save.energy? yes no
don't know

-18-
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Name:

,A2ourd-e:

Period:

School:

Date:
,

L E S SON 1

PRETEST

\

\This pretest iR to see how much you already know about energy con-servation:, You will be graded on this as a regular test. However,paiticipation is importantr It is not necessary to answer the question ifyott do not know the answer.

I. TRUE/FALSE

' Read the sentences carefully. Wri'te True or False in the blank pro-vided.

1. Fluorescent lights give four times the light for the same
amount,of energy as incandescent lights.

.

2. Air leakage is a great cause of heat loss from the home.

3.; A home with many windOws uses less energy to heat and cool
than a home with few windows.

4. R-Value is the measure of an insulating material's resistancetd heat flow.

5. Draperies are not bs effective as a shading device aq shade
trees or awnings.

6. An econbmical way to heat the home is to use Ule electric
oven.

7. Family habits affect the amount of energy used.

8. Water heaters use a small amount of energy, so it does not
matter how much hot water is used.

Washing dishes by hand after each meal uses less hot waterthan a dishwasher.

10. Ventilating the attic area does not affect the energy
efficienc'y of the home.

11. Utility bills are not important when considering the total
cost of home ownership.

-19-
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Imesone
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

LESSON 2

Energy Conservation:

Keeping the amount of energy consumed to a minimum by using methods thatwill allow maximum use of available energy without needless wasting.

II. Termsiand Definitions:

A. Watts - A unit of electrical power'needed to do a unit of work
within a given time.

p.

4.

7

KWH (kilowatt-hour) - the amount of energy equal to 1000 watts of
electri,city used for one hour. (Example:- Ten 100-watt light bulbs
burnirib for one hOur.)

Life-cycle costs - total costs of home or appliance ownership for
its useful life.

Peak period - time of day when the grekest demand for electricity
occurs (2-6 p.m., Mdnday through Friday).-

Off-peak period - 10 o.m to 10 a.m. on weekdays and all weekends.
(On weekends{ industries do not need as much electricity and busi-
nesses are closed.)

Intermediate peak period - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
t

Blackout - temporary loss of.power which'can
power plant has too much demand placed on it

and 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. -4
.4

happen when an electric
and becomes overloaded.

W. Incandescent lights - type2of lighting most commonly used in homes.
Electricity passes through 6 tiny, spiraled tungsten wire mounted
inside a bulb, causing it to become white hot and produce light.

Fluorescent lights - most economical type of lighting. Lasts
seven times longer than n incandescent 1ighttand gives off four
times as much light. A 25-watt fluorescent light is equal to a
100-watt incandescent light. An electric current'flowing through
the tube containing gases causes the phosphor coating to glow and
produce light. The gas serves as a conductor to activate the
phosphor. Fluorescent lights do not give off as much heat as -

incandescent lights.

.J. Thermostat - device used to regulate the heating or cooling system
within a home:

K. Air conditioning filter - material -usually made of fiberglass or
foam rubber used to collect dust,, dirt, grease, and other particles
and to prevent'them from entering medhanical heating ,and cooling
equipment.

L. Electric meter - device that measures electricity in kilowatt-hours
and has 'either dials or numbers for recording the amount used. -

M. Natural gas meter - device that has dials like the electric meter,
but measures gas comsumption in hundreds of cubic feet.

-20-
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(Pretest continued)

II. MOLTIPII CHOICE

Read sentenOes thoroughly. Underline the answer you think is correct.

1. A material used in walls and attics of homes to keep heat from
escaping,is:

a. solar film b. turbines c. insulation

2. The temperature at, which the air conditioner thermostat should be
set during the summer is:

a. 78 degrees b. 72 decjrees c. 68 degrees

3. Filters-of central heating and cooling units or air conditioners
should be changed or cleaned:

a. once a year b. once a month C. eVery six months

4. To save energy, the water heater temperature should be set at:

a. 90-100 degrees b. 120-140 degrees c. 165-175 degrees

5. A strip of metal, rubber, or felt'apPlied around door facings to
prevent drafts is:

a. insuiation b. caulking c. weatherstripping

6. Microwave ovens take an average of the time required to cook
in conventional-(or regular) ovens.

a. one quarter' b. one tenth c. three quarters

7. Lint filters of clothes dryers should be cleaned after every:

a. 10 loads r, b. one load c. five loads

To avoid the possibility of a "blackout" or loss of power during
thefsummer, as little electricity as possible should be used
during the "peak" period (when the demand is the highest) which is
from:

a. 10 p.m. to 10 a.m. b. '2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
c. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., .

92/Material used as a filler to stop up cracks around window frames'

a. weatherstripping b. filter c. caulking

.9.kot
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TRANSPARENCY IV

THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY USED IN THE HOME

HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS

1.

k/)

Changes in outdoor temperature humidity

- the lower the temperaturs, the greater the heat loss.

- the more hot and humid the summer, the greater the amount of air
conditioning required

2. Structurarcomponents of the"

doors walls - floors

-windows - ceiling and attic - fire place
3-. Fismily size, structure and habits

- how often doors are opened

- how much time is spent at home

- how rooms are used

values and special needs of family members

.1110

4. Orientation of the,home on its site

- designing windows on the home so it will have as few as pdssible
on the-east and west sides

-.designing windows on thesouth side to use the sun Tor warmth in
the winter

placing trees on the east and west to shade the house Trom summer
sun

5. Lowering the thermostat in the winter and raising.it in the summer --11

- For every degree'you raise the thermOstat in the summer you save
three percent (raised from 72 degrees to 78 degrees 7. 18,percent
savings).

- two percent is saved for every degree the therMostat is lowered in
- the 'winter (lowered from 70 degrees to 68)degrdes s4yes 4 percent

on energy). ,

6. WheTe heat loss or gain occurs '

-poorly insulated wallp, floors,-and ceiling

- through doors and windows constructed of single paned glass which
allows as much as 20 times More'heat loss than a well insulated wall

- crack or space opened to the outaage.

- open fireplace chimney

- a house on piers with floor-spaces

- through unshaded glass receiving direct sun

I-22-
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TRANSPAitENCY,V

It would take three Goodyear Blimps to equal the volume of'air infiltration'
moving through an average home in one day.

atilfillga

110

A

BLIMP
202 000 C.f.

if ///0 /WO '1111101'-,,,ZPIPOAK/41/ Z 1465/04,,,,,dr plyAff_ZIAllal
11/1' zsoYog#07

1444509
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,....
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*;.; 4,--.`'';', ___ - .
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The blimps represent the amount of air that May pass through a house in one
day.

*Trahsparency from Ap'pendix of Energy and the family by Gulf States
dtilities, Highway 45, Conroe., Texas.
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1
BETTER LIVING' WITH LESS ENERGY

TRANSPARENCIES OR CHARTS NARRATIVE

1. Better Living with
less Energy

2. Man with bill

(frustrated)

Today we'll take a look at low-cost and
no-cost ideas that we can bse to cut
down on energy use.

In a few years m6st of us will be on <
our own and responsible for our own
expenses. Some of us will go directly
out of high school,into jobs. Some-of
us will also get married and start
families. Some of us will postpone
total independence by going to college
to prepare for a career. No matter
what our goals are, we will be respon-
sible for our expenses. With energy
costs rising, we want to do as mdch as
we can to cut down on energy needs such
as heating and cooling the home.

3. Scales comparing Remember that energy costs will use up
housing costs more of our budgets, thus we will have
1977-1997 less to spenpor other things we want

or need. We can keep energy. costs to
a minimum by building a new home to be
energy efficient or by retrofitting an
existing home. Compare the difference

the expenses of owning an energy-
. ,

efficient.home to a regular home.
Notice the difference in utilities.
With an energy-efficient home there is
money left over to use for other wants
or needs of the family. Notice the
rising costs by 1997: The utility cost,
$410, for an average home (not energy
efficient) is predicted to be higher
than the house payment (principal, inter-
est, taxes, and insurance), $369. The
utility cost for an energy-efficient

' home is considerably less, $266, than
the house payment, $369. It definitely
pays to have pn energy-efficient home.
While an energy-efficient home will cyt

, down considerably on heating and cooling
costs, our habits in using appliances
and equipment also affect the utility
bill.

-24- 3'



TYPICAL ANNUAL HOME
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

5. Factors Affecting the Amount
of Energy.Consumed in the
Home:

(a) Changes in outdoor tem-
perSture

(b) Construction of the
home

(c) Temperature Control
(Thermostat setting)

(d) Familysize,' structure,
and habits

.-1
6. Thermostat Setting

e

Most of us wonder what appliances use
the most electricity. Another question
is "Do lights use a lot of electrcity?"
Let's look at this chart to see what
appliances and equipment uee the most
electricity.

55% Heating and fooling
14% Water Heating
10% Lights and Small Appliances
8% Refrigerator
6% Range
3% Dryer
2% Television
1% Dishwasher
1% Washing Machine

Some families epend more on electricity
than others. The reasons families use
different amounts of electricity are:
(a) Changes in outdoor temperature
(b) Construction of the home

This means doors, windows, ceil-
ing, attic, poor, fireplace.

(e) Lowering the thermostat in winter,
raising it in summer.

(d) Family size, structure, and habits
ThIs means how many chIldren,
their ages, how many family
members are at home during the .

day, how many electrical appli-
dndes are used, and how often.

Since cooling and heating the house "
accounts fprs'about 55 percent of the
bill 'it pays eo check the the(vstat
setting. .Keep the thermostat a
lower tempeAture setting during the,

winter and higher during the summer.
In the winter, the thermostat should
be set around 68 degrees during the
day and 6G degrees at night. Main-
tain a setting of 78 degreeS or
higher during the summer. Make sure
family Members do not constantly
change the setting. For every degree
you rower the thermostat in the
winter; you save two percent per
degree on the utility bill. Three

'.percent per degree raised is saved in
the summer. Use fans to help circu-
late conditioned air. A temperature
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7. Window unit

8. Filter

9. Ou tsi de unit

(

10. Water. heater

1*11. Household cleaning

-s

setting of 78 degrees will feel like
68 to 70 degrees when a fan is used.

Some homes use window air conditioners.
If your home hae one, keep the com-
pressor or cooling knob on the lowest
possible setting. If you are gone for
more than eight hours, it is usual19T
best to turn the air conditioner off.
Another way to be comfortable is to
close off any rooms not.in use during
the day. Also,shade an air con-
ditioner.with an awning if exposed 1r
direct

Check the air conditioner.filter once
a month, whether it is a central unit
or window unit. Most filters need to
be changed once a month. Filtdrs
serve to keep your system free of lint,
dust, and'grease. A dirty filter
causes a heating or cooling system to
work harder, thereby using more energy
and increasing the possibilities of an
expensive breakdown. Never operate the
equipment without a filter.

If you have a central heating and cool-
ing system, keep the outside unit free
of leaves, grass, or plants that might
restrict air movement. Also, have
annual checks and maintenance done by
professional servicemen.

After heating and cooling, the hext
largest part of the utili* bill is
water heating. Since water heating
accounts for about 15 to 20 ieexcent of,
your bill, it pays to save as much as
possible. In dishwashing, house clean-
ing, laundry, and bathing, use as
little ha water as possible. Lower
the thermostat to between 120 to 149
degrees; 130 to 140 degrees may be
needed if you have a dishwasher. By
lowering the temperature you can save
over 18 percent of'the energy, you
would ).Jise at the higher setting.

Use cold water as much as possible for
cleaning. Mopping floors, cleaning
windows, mirrors, and woodwork.can
done with cold water. Don't let the

-26-
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12. Draining water heater

water run while washing dishes by/hand,
shaving, brushing teeth, etc.

Keep water heaters free from mineral
residue. Drain a gallon from the tank
about once a month if it is a 46
water heater. .01d ones tnould not be
drained because leaks may occur.

13. Flow restrictors and leaky Flow restrictors are very inexpensive
faucets devices that reduce the flow of water

in showers and faucets without reduc%--'
ing the pressure. A flow restrictor
can cut the water flow from 10 gallons
to two to three gallons per minute.
Remember this rule: Take short showers
or partially filled tub baths to con-
serve. Repair all leaky faucets: One
drop a second can waste as much as 60
gallons a week.

14. Water heater jacket A water heatet jacket is additional
insulation added to the outside of
the water heater. The purpose of the
jacket is to keep the heat from escap-
ing from the water tank. The water
heater will not dome on as often, and
will use less energy.

15. Lady at light switch

16, Fluorescent tube

Most of us have a bad habit of not
turning lights off when we leave a
room. Also, we forget to turn off
appliances such as the radio and
television. Although lighting is a
very small part of the utility bill,
we need to.think about how all of our
small wasteful habits add up. Every
little bit of conservatilan can add
up to a noticeable saving in dollars
and energy. Use dimmer sw4ches for
incandescent bulbs when less light is .

needed. One rule to remember: do not
turn off fluorescent lights unless you
are going to be out of the room for
more than 15 minutes.

There are different kinds of light
bulbs available. Some of these give
off mare light but use less electricity:
Some bulbs also give off less heat
than others. Remember these tips:
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(a) Use low-wattage bulbs In areas
vihere concentrated lighting is
pot needed for!.reading or safet);,
such as closet6;or storage
areas. ,

(b) Thre-i. bulbs are good for
portab as because you can
controrthe amount of watts used.
:Some aCtivi es require less'
light, so there is no need to
.use more electricity than is
needed.

(c) Fifty-watt reflectorfloodlights
can be used instead of 100-watt
incandescent.bulbs and still
give the same amount of light.

(d) Fluorescent lights give off four
times as much lighras incandes-
cent of siMilar watta0e. At one
quarter of the energy cost, a 2571
watt fluorescent can proVide as
much light as a 100-watt incandes-
cent. Fluorescents also last
seven times as long as incendes-
cents. There are new fluorescents
now available that can be installed
in lamps and ceiling fixturesto
take the place of incandescent
bulbs.

17. Lady using oven\ o heat Never use the oven to'keep warm.
,

room Ovens use a great amoUnt of electrigity.
about 3500 watts. Using a gas stove,
would also Waste large amounts of
energy and would release dangerous
gases into the living area.

,

18. Electric skillet Use sMall appliances rather than the
oven. 'They can do the same job with-
out using as much energy.

ElectrIC skillets have many uses . . .

cooking casseroles (one-dish meals),
baking potatoes, cakes, apples, pan-
broiling, and braising. Other recipes t \',
that can be prepared in the skillet

- 4

include baked beans, spaghetti sauce, ,

candies, skillet cookies, and vege-
tables. The electric skillet uses
only 1500 watts compared to the oven
which uses 3500 watts.

-28-



19. Microwave oven

20. Oven meal

21. Baking tips

22. Pans on surface units

A Microwave oven is more energy effi-
cient Ulan a conventional oven. It
saves a lot of time and energy. The
microwave oven cooks in an average of
one-fourth of the time of a regular
oven. The microwave,oven uses about
1500 watts; compared to the regular =,
oven's 3500 watts. Also, microwave
oven cooking is cool cooking, com-
pared to the regular oven. The only
heat produced is dn.the food being
cooked. 'This is important during th.e
summer. When a regular oven is in
use, the-kitchen heats up, which causel
the air conditioner to run more.

Be conservative in using the regular
oven,. Prepare oven meals. Cook the'
entire meal at one time. . .'main
dish, vegetable, and dessert.

Preheating ovens for.meats is unneces-
sary. Preheat.only for baking. . . and
for no more than six minutes.

If you need to.clean the oven, switch
on the self-cleaning feature of the
oven when it is already hot. Clean
it at night or early morning when
electricity demand is lower.

If possible, bake and roast early in
the morning, so you will not add more
heat to the house during the hot part
of the day.

(a) Do not be an oven peeper. Opening
the door.results in heat loss from
the oven and longer cooking time.
Also, during the summer there is
nb need to add unnedeasary heat
to the kitchen. Every time the
.oven door is opened, the oven
temperature drops 25 to 50

'degrees.
(b) When baking, make a double quantity.

Put the extra portion in the
freezer for further use.

1(c) Bake an glass or ceramic dishes
and reduce the oven setting by.25
degrees.,

(a) When cooking on the surface units,
use pans with tight-fitting lids
and with flat bottoma.

-29-7
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, (b) Use the right size surface unit
for the pan. Place small pans on
the smaller surface units and

hif , larger surface units.
(c) Cooking with arge amounts,of

water uses mo energy and lessenste
, the nutritional value of foods.

(d) Never boil water in an open pan.
Water will come to a boil faster
and useless energy in a kettle
or Covered pot.

23. Surface unit dials (a) 'Cook foods at the lowest,possible
heat and with,the least amount of
water.

,

(b) Keep surface unit reflectors shiny.
They reflect more heat, cooking
foods faster.

(c) Save energy by turning off the sur-'
face unit or the oven a few minutes
before cooking is completed.

24. ApplianCe guide label Major appliances deliver ilore values --
than ever. When it's time to buy an
appliance, use appliance labeling..
The labeling program is designed to
help consumers shop for energy-saving
household appliances and shows esti- r
mated annual operating costs.

.

25. Defrosting freezer section (a) Defrost the freezer regularly.
Never allow more than one-fou4h
inch of frost to accumulate as
this will reduce the freezer's
efficiency.

Although automatic ,defrost freez-
ers use more energy, if a manual
defrost freezer builds up too much
frost, it. will use just as much.

(b) Clean dirt, lint,.and'greade from
the refrigerator condenser coil.
Make this.clean-up chore a regular
part of spring cleaning.

26. Freeier sectioh Keep the freezer compartment full so.

it cannot take in warm air each time
the doerris opened: FYeeze milk
cartons filled with water to take up °

space. Some.space should be left
between food items in therefrigerator
so the air can circulate.

-30-
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27. Aan in

28. Electric dishwasher

29. Washer

4.

If controls are too extreme, it means
wasted energy. Under normal con-
ditions, the freezer temperature
should be zero to five degrees and the
refrigerator section should be 38 to
40 degrees.

Before opening the refrigerator door,
decide what you are looking for. When
wafter outside air enters the refriger-
ator, the refrigerator has to Lite more
energy to cool down again.

*When buying a dishwasher, check into
such ener9y-saving features as a power-
saver switch and a short wash setting.
Ask the dealer what energy-saving
features different brands ofiNr. Other
tips to remember are:

(a) Washing Aishes by hand uses mbre
water than a dishwasher: nine to
14 gallons of hot water are used
for hand washing one meal's dishes,
while 11 to 16 gallons are used
for a diswasher load (three meals).

(b) If prerzinsing is needed, use cold
water. Neer models usually do
not require pre-rinsing.

(c) Use the power-saver switch or
cut off the dishwasher during the
drying cycle and let the dishes
air dry. Open the door for air
drying.

(d) Wash only full loads.

Washing and dryifig-Nelothes is a major
household chore. We are often careless
energy wasters. What can we do to.
conserve?

(a) Wash and dry full loads orThse the
mini,load cycle for smaller loads.
Do not overload, though overload-
ingreduces cleansing action.

(b) Save hot water fot white or heavily
soiled loads% Use cold water for
'washing and rinsing as much a4
possible. Occasionally wash in
warm water to retain whiteness and
brightness. It costs an average

1/4

of 300 a lOad to wash in hot water
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and less than a penny to wash in
cold water.

30. Dryer . When drying clOthes do not overdry.
You waste energy and wrinkle clothes.

31. Dryer lint filter Keep the filter of the clothes dryer
clean- Remove lint after each load.
Lint blocks the flow of air in the
dryer and forces the dryer to use
more energy.

32. Clothesline .

, Use a "solar dryer" to drY your

It-

,

,

-,,

clothes. In most cases, you save on
energy, unless the clothes have to be
ironed.

These are ideas to help you cut down
on energy use. Can you think of any
others?

..

,

I
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ACTIVITY 2 .

LESSON 2

"ENEIMY CHOICES"

Read each statement, then circle your one choice for each.
'

,...A. You just came home from playing football at school and you want toclean I.Would you:

a. take a shower, or

b: take a tub bath?

Reason for choice:

. 2. It is evening, and you are in your room,' Your mother- asks you to come
to the kitchenfor a few minutes to help her. Would you:
a. leave the lights on lin your room, since you'll be back in a few

minutes, or.

b. tur dff the lights in your room?

Re son for choice:

3. You just came home from:school and want a snack. Would you:
-a. open the refrigerator and'poke around in it to see what's there, or

4
b. decide What you want to eat, then.quickly remove it from the

refrigeratot?

Reason for choice:

4. You are cooking-a casserole dinner, for your family. Woulcj you:

a., preheat the oven, or

b. tart baking the casserole in a dool oven?

Reason for.chbicei

5. Your family is away from home and you.areresponsible for the laundry.
There are only a few soiled clathes to be washed. Would you:
a. wash the few soiled items, or,

6, wait until a full load of soiled clothes-needs to be washed, then
wash the clothes?

Reson for choice:

-33-
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6. Your family is remodeling the bathroom, and can't decide on a light
fixture, would you:

0

a. recommend fluorescent lighting, or

b. incandescent lighting?

Reason for choiqe:

7. YoU just came in from softball practice and in order to cool off
quickly, you would:

a. turn the thermostat on the air conditioner down, or

b. use a portablefan and leave the thermostat setting as it is?

Reason for choice:

8. You wantyour bread\oasted. Would you:

a. use a small toaster, or

b. use the broiler element in the conventional oven?

'Reason for choice:

9. You ere responsible for washing dishes used duriq the day. Would
you: ./

a. wash dishes by hand, or

b, use the dishwasher?

Reason for choice:

10. 'You need to wash a load of normally soiled clothes. Would you:
a. use warm water for washing and cold water for rinsing, or
b. hot water for both washing and rinsing?

Reason for.choice:



"ENERGY CHOICES"

,ANSWER SHEET
J

1. This choice depends on,the length of time you are in the shower. About10 gallons of water per minute goes down the drain when showering. Ingeneral, take a short shower or take a bath in a partially filled tub.

2. Turn off incandescent lights when leaving your room. t is always more
energy efficient to turn lights off.

3. Decide what you want to eat, then quickly remove it from the refrigera=
, tor. Energy is wasted when the refrigerator door is open too long.

4. Start baking a casserole in a cool oven. Only preheat the oven for
.items that rise during baking, such as cakes and cookies.

5. Wash only full loads of clothes. Water and energy are wasted doing
small loads of clothes.

6. Fluorescent tubes produce up to four times as mUch light as incandes-
cents using the same amount of electricity, yet they last up to seven
'times-longer.

7. Use a portable fan _and leave the air conditioner's thermostat settingas it is. Portable fans are energy efficient; Use them to circulate
conditioried air.

8. Use-s small toaster. Usigg a portable appliance is one of the fastest
and most economical ways to prepare many foods.

9. Use the diswasher because washing dishes by hand after each meal uses
more hot water than a dishwasher. Nine to 14 gallons of hot water are
used.for one meal's hand washing, while 11,to 16 gallons are used for
a dishwasher load containing a full day's dishes.

10. Use warm water for washing and cool water for rinsing. The best
balence between energy conservation and cleaning is to wash in watell
above 80°F (27°C) for normal soil conditions. The closest setting an1,

the washer is warm, which is approximately 95°F (35°C). Occasionally
wash in hot water, consistent with garment labeling, if soil accumu-

. lates after several launderings. Wash in hot water for heavily
soiled clothes.



ACTIVITY 3

LESSON 2

CALCULATING OPERATING COST OF APPLIANCES

A kilowatt-hour is,1000 watts used for one hour.. A 1000-watt hair

dryer used for one hour is one kilowatt-hour.

Watts X Hourd Used
1000 - Kilowatt-hours

HOW TO CALCULATE THE COST OF OPERATING APPLIANCES

1. Estimate the number of hours the appliance is usea during the day.

.2. Multiply the hours used by the watt:age of the appliance.

3. Divide by 1000 to get the kilowatt-hours used.

4. Multiply kilowatt-hours by the rate per kilowatt-hour to find the
approximate cost.

EXAMPLE:

Color television = 240 watts

240 watts X 5 hours used 1200
- 1.2 KWH1000 1000

1.2 KWH X 5.00/KWH* - 6¢ for 5 hours a day

*Average current residential rate is 50/KWH.
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ACTIVITY 3a

, PROBLEMS .

.
.

Calculate the cost to operate the following appliances:

HOURS
.,..,

CaT OF
USED OPERATION

.24

2 e

2 ,

. 1/1/4

1

1
1

. .

APPLIANCE WATTS.

1. Electric clock . 2

2. Clothes washer 512

3. Clothes dryer 5500

4. Hair ryer, d 1000

5. Microwave oven 1500

6. Conventional oven 3500

7.. Toasteeoven 1000

g. Electricskillet 1150

9. Vacuum cleaner 630

10. Ceiling fan 150
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KEY TVACTIVITY 3a

LESSON 2

1. Less than 1/20

2. '50

3. 550

4. 10

5. 7.50

6. 17.50

7. 2.50

8. 60

9. 30

10. 20

-38-
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-LESSON 3: FACTORS AFFECTING THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY

USED TO HEAT AND COOL THE HOME

Ob 'ective:

4

The student should be able tb explain the factors affecting the amount of
energy used to heat and cool the hom and determine ways to reduce the
amount of energy used.

.1. Explain the factors affecting the amount of energy used to heat and
cool the home.

2. Identify the type6 of heating and cooling systems used in the Gulf
Coast region.

3. Seleat energy effici
Efficiency Ratio.

4. Determine ways to red
the home.

cooling equipment by the guidlines of Energy

the amount of energy used to heat and cool

Activities:

1. After students have completed ready
th

g background information, dis-
cuss e following:

(a), What is the largest user of energy in the home?

(b) What factors affect the amount of energy the heating and cooling
system uses?

(c) Where does heat loss occur in the home?

(d) What types of heating anc:1

Louisiana? Are there any
information used in other

(e) What does EER mean?
EER ratings?

(f) What does retrofit Men?
heat loss and gain?

r-

cooling systems are used in Texas and
other types not in the background
regions of the U. S.? Why?

How do you select cooling equipment by

What cambe done to a home to minimize

-39-
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(g) Why is It important for an attic to be adequately ventilated?
What are the types iof attic ventilation? Show transparencies on
the purpose of attic ventilation and types of attic ventilation.

2. Identify QJiz, "What Is It?"

3. Assign background information, Lesson 3, and Crossawd Puzzle as review
Tor lessons 2, 3,' and 4.

Materials and Equipment:

- Background Informatiln, Lesson 3

- Identify Quiz, "What rs It?"

- Transparencies on attic ventilation and typos of attic ventialtion

i

+,



TRANSPARENCY VI

BUYING ENERGY EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT

The big difference in buying air conditioners is cost of operation.

The difference is expressed as EER. (Energy Efficiency Ratio) Seasonal
Energy Efficiency Ratios) (SEER) may also be used.

The method of comparison is essentially the same.*

The higher the EER number, the less it costs to operate the unit.
Higher EER units are generally more expensive than lower E.E.R. units.
But in the long run, the total cost is less, because the utility bills.are
less.

Example: An air conditioner with an EER of five uses twice as much energyas a similar one with an EER of 10. With energy costs increasing the
higher EER is by far the best buy.

CALCULATING E.E.R. OF AN AIR CONDITIONER

Units used - BTUs - Britishlyhermal

To calculate the EER of an air onditioner, find the cooling capacity
of an air conditioner.

This is listed in BTUs of heat removed per hour.

A one-tft unit is equal to 12,000 BTUs per hour.

*, four-ton unit is equal to 48,000 BTUs per hour.

The amount of electricity the unit uses will be listed in watts.

To figure the EER, divide UBTU per hour loSt the number of watts.

BTU 12,000 BTUEER =
Watts 1,400 Watts

EER = 8:6
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TRANSPAREMY VII

The teacher should eittw secure from a building supply dealer examples of
ropç vents or take students to,dealer's showroom. Dealers will generally
b4 happy to explain how each type works and what functions it serves.

,

ROOF VENT

ROTATING TURBINE GABLE END LOUVERS

The Different Types of Roof Ventsi7

tSource: Transparency Appendix from Energy and The Family by Gulf States
Utilities, Highway 45, Conroe, Texas.
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TRANSPO,RENCY VIII

SMILE. VStiT ROOF VE.NT

MM.

A

SOFFIT VENT

ATTIC VENTILATIO.K.

4

000P

,

ATTIC VENTILAVON
Nt.LPS LOWER SUMmaik
'TEMPERATURES.
ALSO ALLOWS
MOISTURE VAPOR
TO SCAPE IN WINTER
MINI !ZING CHANCE.
FOR GIVE N SAT

*Source: Ttansparency Appendix from Energy and The Family by
Culf States Utilities, Highway. 45, Conroe, Texas 77001.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
q

LESSON 3

I. Terms and Definitions:

A. Insulation - material used'in home construction to retard (slow
down) the heat loss from home in the winter and heat gain'in
summer.

A

B. Home orientation --locéting the house pn a site in order to reduce
heat gain on the east and west so the home will be less expensive
to cool in the summer.

C. Deciduous trees - trees that lose their leaves in the winter.
They allow the sun in during the winter but kegp the sun out
during tha summer.

Evergreen trees - trees that keep foliage all winter. Coniferous
trees are evergreens that make especially good windbreaks.

E. Thermal - related to heat.

'F. Active solar system - involves pumps, motors, or other mechanical
devices.

. Passive solar system - collects the sun's energy more by design
and orientation than with the use of.hardware.,

H. Duct*ork -If your home has central cooling.and/or heating, it
will have ductwork. Ductwork is the air delivery system to the
rooms. It is most commonly foUnd in the attic or in the furred
down (low) areas of the Ceiling.

Attic ventilation - system used to remove heat,and moIsture from
the attic. Example: wind turbines and eave vents. Without
ventilation, heat buildup may become excessive. At night, heat
may continue to radiate into the rooms or space below. Venti- ,

lation is also required to remove damaging moisture from the
attic.

.

J. EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio) - rating used to help the consumer
determine and compare the operating costs of air conditioning

%

units. The higher the rating, the more energy-effikient the unit:
(Example: EER of- 9.0 would cost less to run han EER of 6.5).

EER BTU per hour (cooling capacity
watts (electrical comsumption)

K. Retrofit - addition of energy-saving features to an existing home

-44-
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L. Payback period - the amount of time it takes for an energy-
saving improvement to pay for itself through savings on the
utility bill._ If adding R-30 insulation to a home with R-0,
insulation costs $500 and you save $250 a year on your utility
bill, it would pay for 4tseff in two years.

M. Weatherstripping - material placed around doors and windows that
keeps air in or out of a home.

N. Caulking - flexible material used to fill up cracks where two
immovable parts bf the house me . Caulking prevents air from
entexing and leaving the house

O. Fire lace dam er - door attached inSide the flue of a fireplace
which shoulbe bloSed when the fireplace is not in use to
prever air from escapihg from the house up the chimney.

II. Home Heatinq and Cooling Systems: 'The home's biggest energy con-
sumer.

A. Factors affecting 4the ambunt of energy consumed by home heating
and coaling systems

1. Changes in outdoor temperature and humidity

e-,the lower the outdoor temperature', the greater the heat
loss

- the more hot,aryr ViLmid the summer, the greater the amount
of air conditioning required

2. Structural components of the house

- doors

- windows

=4Nalls

- ceilings and attic'

= floors

- fireplaces

3. Family sizert structbre, and habits

- how often doors are opened and closed to outside air

.- how much time is spent within 'the home and how rooms are
used

- family members' values and special needs

4. Orientation of the home on itssite
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- esigning windows on a new home so the home will have as0

few windows as possible on the east and west sides to cut
down air conditioning requirements.

= designing Kindows on a new home on the south to use the sun
for warmth in the winter.

.

. - placing trees on the east and west td shade the home from
summer sun.

5. Lowering the thermostat in winter and raisind it in summer.
For every degree you raise.the thermostat setting in,the
summer, you save three percent.) Example: If you change the
thermostat frara 72 to 78 degrees, this would equal:
six degrees X.three percent 18 percent saved on the cooling
part of the bill. The recommended.summer thermostat setting
is 78 degrees. Two percent is saved for every degree the

(thermostat is lowered in winter. The recommended winter
thermostat setting is 68, degrees during the day and 60 degrees
at night.

6. Where heat loss or gain occurs:

- through uninsulated or poorly insulated walls, ceilings;
and floors.

- through windows and doors'. Single=paned glass allows as
much as 20 times more heat loss than a well insulated wall.

- Air infiltrates through any cracks or spaces open to the
outside. A one-sixteenth inch crack around sides and top
of door is-equal to a 4 k,4 inch hole.

- up preplace chimney

uninsulated floor of a house on piers

- through duct wok that is poorly insulated or has leaks

- Heat gain occurs through unshaded glass receiving direct
sun. (It wodld take three Goodyear Blimps to equal the
vplumenof air infiltration moving through an average home
in a Angle day.)

III. Typesdf Heating Systems in Texas and Louisiana

A. Central Heating Systems - heated air is distributed throult,
, ducts to each roam in the home.

1. Electric resistance - most common electric,heating in this
area

2. Electric heat pump 400eats in winter with heat from the out-
side air; cools in summer

3. Gas heat

B. Gas or electric space heaters
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C. Panel-ray electric panels

D. Baseboard (not very common in this area)

E. Wood-burnfng stove

F. Fireplaces - not very efficient unless they are special types of
fireplaces that have an outside air intake vent to the firebox.

6
G. Solar heating systems - not very common in.this area because of

the cost of installation and effectiveness of the system.

iV. Coolipq Systems 4

A. Central cooling -/colled air is'distributed through ducts to
each room in the home.

1. Electric

2. Heat pump

3. Gee

B. Room air conditioners

C. Attic fans

D. Window or room fans

0

E. Ceiling fans

V. Buying EneArgy Efficient Equipment

The big difference'in.air conditioners is how much they cost to operate.
The difference is expressed as EER, which stands for "Energy Efficiency
Ratio." Seasonmt Energy Efficiency Ratios (SEERs) may also be used.
The method of comparison is essentially the same. The higher-the EER
number, the less it costs td operate the unit. Higher EER units are
generally more expensive than lower EER units. But in the long run,
the totalliot is less, because the util4y bills are lower. For
example, arkr conditioner with an EER or five uses twice as much
energy as a similar unit with an EER of 10. With energy cbsts likely
to double in the next seven to 10 years, the higher EER unit is by far
the better buy.

To calculate the EER of an aiiotonditioner, find the cooling capacity
of air conditioner. This listed in BTUs (British Thermal Units) of
heat removed per hour. A one-ton air conditioner is equal to 12,000
BTUs per hour. For'example, a.four-ton unit would be 48,000 BTUs.
The amount of electricity the air conditioner uses will be listed in
watts. To figure the EER, divide the BTU per hour rating by the number
of watts. For example, a 12,000 BTU per boui unit using 1400 watts
has an EER of'8.6. Another 12,000 Bril unit might require 18,000 watts,
giving it'an EER of 6.7.
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12,000 BTU/hour
_ 8.6 EER1,400 watts

12,000 BTU/hour
6.7 EER1,800 watts

VI. Heat Loss and Gain
0

Many homes use more energy because of the way they are built and the
type of materials used. Many homes are energy hogs. Ways to reduce

,,,heat loss,during the winter and heat gain during the summer are:

A: Add insulation to the attic and outside walls.

0 B. Add insulation to the floor of a house if it is on piers, ot add
skirting around the crawl space.

C. Weatherstrip around windows and doors.

Caulk cracks both inside and outside the home.

_E:. Install storm windows.

F. Cover fireplace opening with a,glass screen if the damper is not
tight-fitting.

G. Plant coniferous trees or bushes on north to_northeast sides of
---hOme-tb-hieak cold winds.

H. Plant deciduous trees on east'and west to shade in summer.

InStall adequate.attic ventilation.
-

J. Install adequate insulation around ductwork and check for air
jeaks around ductwork.

There is always heat in the air until the temperature reaches absolute
. ,zero.
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ACTIVIT
.

LESSON 3
,

What Is It? How Does It Relate to Energy Conservation?"

Identify the following items and tell how each relates to energy conser- 4
vation. Write down answers on a sheet of notebook paper numbered 1-9.
(Take materials out of baggies so labels cannot be seen.)

1. weatherstripping (spring metal)

2. piece of insulation
.

3. foaM gasket for wall outlet

4. caulking
, .

.

5. flow restrictors for shower heads/faucets

6. weatherstripping (metal and rubber)

7, solar screen

8. solar film

9. meter dial

-
f

-

:

)

,

Adapted from: Cnergy Management Strategies for Colorado, Home Economics
Teachers, Public Service Company of Colorado, November, 1979.
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Energy Efficiency in Housing

An energy efficient house is important to the homeowner and to
overall energy conservation. Higher energy costs are causing homeowners
to consider energy consumption of a house a primary factor in determining
whether or not to buy that home.

Graph A below illustrates the difference one may reaSbnably expect

in monthly housing costs in 1987 of a home built by regular standards com-
pared tb.a home built by energy efficient standards.

TipTAL HOUSING COST COMPARISON
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ENERGY SURVEY

The Student Schoolhouse Energy Survey that follows has as its objec-

tive providing students with an Opportunity to put into.practice those

techniques they have learned about conserving energy by reducing waste,

whether wasted through lack of insulation and weatherstripping or.throujih

ths unwise use of heating and cooling systems. Can students really spot

conditions and situations that,result in unnecessary energy waste? Can

they make valid recommendations that would result in energy savings?

Bear in mind that the same techniques used for detecting waste of

energy in the school can be used in the home, and the same conservation

measures recommended and adopted by ttie school will reduce energy lobs or

waste in the home.

ur hope is that each student who participates-in the needs assess=s

ment programs in the school will put these same practices, as far as possible,

to use in his own home.

Another objective ) f the survey is to assist the school administration

throughits engineering and maintenance personnel in discovering areas of
.,

effectively reducing this waste. Key persons to work with teachers and

students in,this survey are the maintenance people in charge of the build-

ings under survey.



COMMENTS PERTINENT TO STUDENT SCHOOLHOUSE

ENERGY SURVEY

Before beginning the actual survey each participating student should

have in hand a copy of the survey form. The teacher should make sure that '
ill

students, understand precisely what the sur.vey covers and what steps to take

in Ahe process.

In addition to the survey form each student should carry a notebook

for the purpose of recording and summ'arizing in cases where the student can-

not see qr record all data from one point of obServation.

The survey is intended as a culmination of all that has gone on up to

this time. It attempts to bring to bear all the skills and know-how

acquired ih student activities and study. The material found in the section

Better Living With Less Energy contains much of the information needed for .

a successful-compIetion-of-the-survey fora.

C.



SitDENT SCHOOLHOUSE ENERGY SURVEY

Student's Name Grade Level Room Number

School Number of Students

Length of School Day Hours for Cleaning

Monthly Heating/Cooling Costs

I. A Look at the School From Outside

A. Draw an outline of the schottl in the space below.

4 B. What'direction does the school'entrance face?

Which way does the wind usually blow?

What protection does the building have?

C. Does the school have many windows? Many-- Some-- Few--

_What percent of the wall area is windows?

How many windows face South? North? West?

Can the windows be opened? Are the windows44ight fitting?

Should any windows be double paned? Where?

D. Could energy be saved by replacing selected windows with insulated
walls or insulating material? Where?

Are any winflowsCiacked or broken? How many?

E. Do the outside doors fit tightly?

Do doors need weatherstripping?

Should there be double doors at any of the entrances?

F. Are the outside walls in good condition?

_Of what material are the outside walls made?

Is there insulation in the walls? Roof?

How does the color of the malls or roof affect energy use?

G. Is the security lighting effective in-preventing vandalism?

How many hours are,these, outside lights turned on?
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II. A Look Inside the School

A. Note the following for each area listed below:

Lighting Types of
Color level lighting
of in foot- Incan- fluo- Temper-

Area walls candles descent rescent Other ature

Halls

Oebices

Gym

Cafe-

teria

Library

Other

How does the color of the wall affect lighting?

B. List any areas of the school where there are unnecessary lijhts:

List any rooms where the lights appear too bright:

Does the school use energy-efficient fluorescent-lamps?

Mercury vapor? Other?

\f fluorescent lamps have been removed, are the energy using
ballasts disconnected?

C. Are there areas where lights have been left on when no one was
present? List:

Are the light switches located for'easy use?

Is the natural lijht from windows used properly?
.-

0. How does keeping the following clean affect energy use?

Windows

Light fixtures

Skylights
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III. Cafeteria/Kitchen

. A. What energy sources are used in the kitchen

Natural gas

. Electriciti

Other

B. List kitchen items using energy .(not human) and hours they are
used:

Item Hours Used

Is the kitchen well arranged to use energy efficiently?

Is heat-producing equipment located next to cooling equipment?

IV. . Exhaust Fans

List the hours exhaust fans operate in the followihg areas:

Rest roams Kitchen Art

Industrial Arts Other .

How are_most exhaust fans Controlled?

V. Hot WaIer for Washing

What is the temperature of fhe hot water,as it comes from the tap in:

Rest.rooms °F °C)

(Cafeteria/Kitchen
o
F °C) °C = 5/9 (F - 32)

Dishwasher °F ( °C) °F* = 9/5 (C + 32)

Do any faucets drip? Where?

Measure the gallons per minute from a faucet

How many BTUs are used per hour by the water heater?

If electricity is used to heat water, does.the heater turn on only at
night?
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VI, Heating/Cooling,System

Do the thermostats read/control Oe room temperature accurately?
Are the thermostats well placed?

What is the night thermostat setting? °F (
oc)

What are the day settings of thermostats? oF OC

Is there good air movement from the heating/cooling equipment?
Is untreated outside air used for cooling when possible? -

Are theheating/cooling elements kept clean?

Do the little used areas have lower thermostat settings for heat-ing?

VII. Heating Control Room

If the school is heated by a boiler or furnace, what are the BTUs
used per hour?

Does the heating unit appear clean and well maintained?

When was the last time the flame/air settings had an efficiency
check? Is it posted?

Is the time clock on the right day and time?

What hours does the time clock allow the heating system to operate
on day setting? Night setting?

What fuel is used to heat the school?

VIII. Putting It All Together

After surveying the school and answering the above questions, it istime to look at what you have discovered.

1. Please list good energy management practices that have already
been implemented in the school:

2. Please list places you observed energy being wasted. Also state
a possible solution for each item observed:
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THE ENERGY SURVEY REPORT

A. Administrative

1. Name of Student

Class

Teacher

2. Name of Building Surveyed 6

Address

Date Building was Surveyed'

Time of Day of SFvey

Ambient (outside) Temperatu e

B. Technical Ratings

Instructions:. Please assign a rating to the following bui1ding
systems you have observed during your energy survey by circling the
appropriate numeral. Low numbers represent conditions of energy
inefficiency; high numbers reptbsent conditions of wise energy use.

After,yoU tidve-debided -upon a rating, explain your decision.
Please list specific reasons for your choice:

1. Building Structure

Rating.; 'Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High

Explain:

2. Lighting

Rating: Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High

Explain:

3. Cafeteria/Kitchen

Rating: Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High .--

Explain:



4. Exhaust Fans

1 Rating: Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 High

Explain:

...

5. Hot Water for Washing

Rating: Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8- 9 10 High

Explain:

6. eating/Cooling SyAatem

Rating: Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High

Explain:

C. Overall Energy Efficiency Rating

Please average the ratings assigned above to determine
all build" score. Write average in space below.

Oye

D. Recommendations

Please make five (5) recommendations that, if,implemented, would
make the building more energy efficient.

tne over-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The above ratings and recommendations represent my best judgment.

Name of Student: Date:

Student Schoolhouse Energy Survey Form adapted from Something Special for
Teachers by Tenneco, Inc., Public Affairs Department, P. 0. Box 2511,
Houston, TX 77001, used with their permission.
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Concept:

Objective:

Materials:-

Background:

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH

Exponential growth is geometric growth (on a pattern, for
example, of 1 2 4 8 16, rather than arithmetic,a1 grbwth on a
pattern of 1 2 3 4 5). Exponential growth is growth at a
fixed percentage rate over a period of time (a savings account
at coMpound interest is a standard illustration).'

To explore how consumption of energy coupled with exponential
growth leads to depletion of energy resources.

Checkerboard for each student
Five pounds of rice

To understand the implications of exponential growth in popu-
lation, irvresource consumption, or in pollution levels, cal-
culate the doubling time of a growing quantity. A handy, rule
of thumb is to divide the percentage rate of such growth into
the number 70k tq arrive at the doubling time. For example
the population of the world, now roughly four billion persons,
is growing at about 1.6 percent per year. The doubling time is
70 divided by 1.6, or 44 years. So long as that rate of
growth holds constant, we can calculate the future population
as follows:

4 billion people in 1975
*plus 44 years 8,billion people in 2019
-*plus 44 years 16 billion people in 2063

To say this anothex way, a child born in 1975 Who lives 88 years
will experience first hand what it is like in a world of 16
billion persons or will witness first hand what it was that
intervened to forestall the 16 billion.

The U. S. .growth rate for electric consumption is illustrative.
For much of the 20th century, it was seven percent a year,
doubling each decade (70 4 7 = 10). This meant that besides
replacing obsolete facilitigs, utilities had to double their
usable generating capacity each 10 years% Plotting this pro-
gression on a simple graph would give a visual idea of the
impact of such growth if it were to continue for two more doubl-
ing times from 1970. In fact, many industry experts were pre-
dicting just such a growth rate, but since the pbargo,
consumption has moderated; the industry now projects slower'
rates of growth.

This moderation in growth rate also may be illustrative of a
general slowdown both of population growth in the United States
and of growth in energy use. It is wise to keep in mind, how-
ever, that even lesser growth rates are experimentalthat is,
they do lead to doublings, ev$c though the doubling time is
lengthened.
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The following exerci ,,illustrates the arithmetic of doubling
exponential growth, arid suggests there are limits to exponen-
tial growth of any quantity.

Procedure: 1. Give each student a checkerboard, some rice, and directions
to place one grain of rice in the lower left hand square,
two grains in the next squar, four in the next, eight in
the next, and continue this pattern. Have students esti-
mate the amount of rice they will need.

When students realize they have run out of room and are
faced with an impossible task, discuss these questions inclass.

a. Were you able to fill all the squares? If not, why naPP
b. How is the doubling of rice graineqn the squares'like

our current consumptiOn of energy?
c. What wilWeppen if we continue'to cOnsume energy at

our present Fate of consumption?

2. Discuss:the game of "Rice Checkers." There are 64 squares
on the board. If the number of grains of rice is doubled
63 times, that will be two to the sixty-third power of
grains of rice on the'sixty-fourth square. Students wouldhave to put more rice in the last square than there is rice
in the whole world. No one was able to complete the game
because he ran out of room. The current Consumption of
energy is ,increasing at a rapid rate too.

3.. Show students how to calculate doubling time t2, using the
following expression: -

76t
2.

=
annual % growth rate

4. Calculate t
2 for each of the following examples:

a. Inflation (and electricity consumption) at 7% per year.
b. Population at 1.64% per year.

c. Energy consumption at 3% per year.
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THE RICE CHECKERBOARD ACTIViTY

The function of The Rice Checkerboard that follows is to demonstrate

exponential -growth. Exponential growth is geometric rather than arithmeti-

cal. As an illustration arithmetic growth occurs in steps as 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, etc., whezeaa geometric growth takes plaie in increments as 1, 2, 4, '8,

161 etc.

Using a small one-pound package of rice with only two or three checker-
_

-bbards students can easily recognize how exponential growth in the use of

energy can easily lead to the complete exhaustionof non-renewable sources

of energy or how exponential growth in population can soon overpopulate the

earth.
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Comments on Test rtems

The, test questions that follow May be sed as'a pre-test and

post-test, or as a final examination. Iems may,be selected from the

test and use4 in two or three short quizzes. 'The use will depend upon'

the preferencee of the teacher. The items cover materiaiS set forth in

the guide and require carefUl reading.ip order for students'to answer the

questions correctly.

Students should be able to pnsWer correctly 80 PerCent of the ques-

.'tions when the activities are completed. ,If this level is not reached on

.the initial expoSure, the materials should be reviewed:
I '

*1



TEST QUE1STIONS

Direptions: Select the number that represents the word or phrase
that best completes the statement.

1: Heat loss is normally measured by the: (1) BTU,(2) FaSren-
heit unit, (3) kilogram, (4) heating units.

2. A BTU is the amount of heat it takes to raise the tsmperature
of'one pound of water by: (1) 10 Fahrenheit, (2.) 4 Fahren-

7 heit, (3) 3° Fahrenheit, (4) 1 kilowatt hour.

3. another way of "sizing" a BTU is to may it is
amount of heat given off when.:, (1) a 011on
burned completely, (2) wooden rilatch is burned
(3) a quart-1ot oil is burned completely, (4)

4.' Using 1 kilowatt-hour of electricity releases
(2) 3,412 BTU, (3) qmo BTU, (4) 1,215 BTU.

5. Some types of insulation for houses are: (1)
polyethylene, (3)- batt insulation, (4) loose

about the

of gas is
completely,

an explopion occurs.

: (1) 2,412,.

rockwool, (2) .

fill.

'6. Vapor barriers-are installed:tb reduce the: (1) flow of heat,
(2) flow of moisture, (3) flow of radiation, (4) flow of con-.
duction.

7. Vapor barriers should always be installed on the: (1) cold
'side, (2) waft, side, (3)'top:side, (4) optside.

8. The insulation with vap9rs barriers attached are: (1) blanket,
or batt insulation, (2) fiberglass or Wool, (3) loose fill,
(4) rigid insulation.

9. The insulating value of roof and ceiling sections can be
determined by: '(1) the size of the house, (adding the percent
Nalue of each of the materials making up the sections),
the type of construction, (4) style of house, (5) all of the
above. .

10 . Any building will constantly exchanbe air with its environment
when; (1) outside air leaks in, (2) tor') air leaks in, (3)
ihside air leaks out, (4) bottom air leaks in.

6

11 . This leakage or infiltration is caused by: (1) poor construe-
tigm, (2) wind, .(3) the building acting as a chimney,, (4) the
opening of outside &ors, (5) all'of the glove.

.. .
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12. When air in a building is warmer than the outside air, the
entire* building acts like a: (1) heater, (2) stove, (3)
chimney, (4) wind storms

13. To determine leakage around sills and cellar windows, examine
the structure from the inside. Look for: (1) cracks, (2)
daylight between the sill and the foundations, '(3) poor con-
struction, (4) drafts at the cellar windows.

14. Apply caulking compound-only during: (1) cold weather, (2)
hot,weather, (3) warm weather, (4) high humidity.

15. The temperature for a+ying caulking compound shoUld be above:
(1) 30°F, (2) 20°F,'(3 400F.

16. When applying caulking4compound; tile surfaces should be:.
(1) clean and wet, (2) clean and dry, (3) clean and flaking
with paint, (4) clean with loose dirt.

17.. Do not use caulking compoUnd between surfaces that are.to be
(1) finished, (2) moved, (3) taped, (4) painted.

4
A

18. Use weatherstripping in areas where one surface has to be:
(1) painted, ,(2) moved, (3) undetcoated, (4) unpainted.

19. In applying ttle blanket type of insulation:be sure to apply
Napor barrier on the (1) warm side of the insulation, (2)- cold
side oC the insulation, (3) underside of the insulation, (4)
moisture side of the insulation.

20. Do not use insulation with g vgpor barrier*when: (1) ihsulat-
ing a new home, (2) re-insulating over an already insulated
area, (3) Using loose fill insulation, (4) using rockwool.

Themattic should be insulated to: (1) R-7 standards,
'(2) R-11 standards, (3) R-16 standards,. (4) R-30 stand-
ards.

22. Exterior walls qhould be insulated to: ) R-0 Standards, (2)
R=11 standirds,,(3) R-16 standards, (4) 4-30 standards.'

23. Metal ductwork in the attic or under the house on piers
should be: (1) removed, (2) re-surfaced, (3) insulated, (4):
painted.

24. Heating and cooling costs arereduced by-about: (1) $220 per
year by caulking, (2) $185 per year by caulking, (3) $500.per

,year by caulking,.(4) $195 per year by Caulking.
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25. Heating and cooling costs are reduced by about: (1) $195 per
year by weatherstripping bhree-by-six foot windows, (2) $200
per year by meatherstripping three-by-six foot windows, (3)
$175 per year by weatherstripping three-by-six foot windows,
(4) $160 per year.

26. Tools for insulation: (1) hacksaw, (2) screwdriver, (3)
crowbar, (4) tape measure, (5) all of the above.

27. You can save a few dollars insulating doors by: (1) using a
contractor, ,(2) doing it yourself, (3) using a friend, (4)
using common labor.

28. When insulating ducts, you should wrap all ducts with 4nsulat-
ing: (1) batts, (2) blankets, (3) rockwool, (4) fiberglass.

29. When the outside' temperature is in the 90s your attiettempera-
ture could easily reach: (1) 140 .degrees. (2) 170 degrees,
(3) 130 degrees, (4) 175 degrees.

30. A periodip checkup and maintenancede your heating and cooling
equipment can reduce your: (1) heaTing, (2) energy con-.

esumption, (3) conduction, (4) eneiby conduction.

ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. What is the main urpose of the Seed public service program
developed by Tenneco; Inc.?

The information far
The following essay questiOn'came from Home Weetherization Manual, U. S.'
,Department of'Energy, Washington, D. C. 20585.

2. Why should one use vapor bwiers in insulation?
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Key to Test Questions on pages 64, 65 and 66

No. Ans. No. Ans.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1

.1

2

2

All

16.

17

18.

19.

20.

2

2

2

1

2

6. All of these 21. 4

7. . 2 22. 2

8. 1 123: 3

9. 2 24. 1

10. 1.3 . 25. 3

11. All of these 26. All of these

12. 3 27. 2

13. All of these 28. 2

14. 3 29. 3

15. 3 30. '2

,

Essay Question No. 1. .

The main purpose of Seed publication'is to alert school per-
sonnel to the great opportunity to conserve energy,ahd thereby
slow down the increasing cost of energy in schools.

Essay Question No. 2.

Vapor barriers are used to preient vapor from the air from
reaching the interior of the buildirig where it can cause damage
to the structure.'
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